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Chapter 14
Participation Caught In-Between
Projects and Policies?

Sukanya Krishnamurthy

Abstract Over the recent decades, we have experienced a shift away from tech-
nocratic planning towards the idea of place-based mediation, and the role of society
in making the city. Initiating new readings the role participation and collaboration
has on: (a) consensus building between capacity of participants, (b) the encouraging
of broad range of contexts to shape evidence-based decision-making, including
sociocultural, economic, and technological contexts, and (c) new forms of part-
nerships and funding between academic, municipalities, and companies. This has
lead to contemporary planning practice and theory embracing the idea of reimag-
ining and redefining, complexities and contexts that shape the city. By carrying out
a literature review, the discussion of new instruments, strategies and formats, and
theories that are currently being employed is expanded on. The author questions if
this has lead to an urbanism approach where the strategic and spatial, formal, and
informal frameworks of participatory practices appear to coexist.

Keywords Urban transformation � Placemaking � Participatory practices

14.1 Introduction

“Social space is a social product”, Henri Lefebvre’s statement from 1974 still stands
at the centre of participatory and collaborative design today. Public participation
processes have played an increasingly important role from the 1970s, when
growing citizen awareness lead to advocacy based output in the 60s–70s (Arnstein
1969; Friedmann 1973, 1998), to the 90s where participation was linked to
deliberate democracy (Healey 1997; Amin and Thrift 2002), to the current role of
the planner/architect as a facilitator or moderator of issues. Particularly of interest is
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the shift within the fields of planning and design from its historically reactive stance
to one that is more proactive and collaborative. However, the last decades have
experienced a growing emphasis on the need for evidence-based planning, poli-
cymaking, role of various actors, new forms of partnerships, mobility of ideas, and
funding models on various scales within both theory and practice. These various
transitions have positioned the debate on the theoretical and professional knowl-
edge on the role of participation in urban development (Vigar 2009; Sorensen and
Sagaris 2010; Roodbol-Mekkes and Brink 2015). Importantly, the impact of these
shifts has been experienced at many scales, altering expectations of stakeholders,
decision-makers, and users.

The city is a complex process made up of flows of physical resources, people,
financial capital, and increasingly also of information and ideas (Castells 2000;
Canzler et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2009; Weise et al. 2012). Scholars such as
McFarlane (2011a, b) have established that “assemblages of learning emerge
through various voices, interests and expectations, translating and coordinating a
multitude of information, and asymmetrical power structures” (Wood 2016, p. 177).
The relationship between various stakeholders such as citizens, decision-makers,
and the city is currently being reshaped by the diminishing role of the neoliberal
state in decision-making. With spatial planning transitioning towards spatial policy
coordination (Waterhout 2008; Dühr et al. 2010). The author identifies that this has
lead to a multi-scale and diffused urbanism approach, where inclusive strategies and
policy guidelines are contrasted against statutory and technical plans. However, the
interactions between peoples, policies, processes, and strategies are amidst the need
for placing projects within best practices, new forms of governance, and funding
models.

This chapter seeks to build on and explore the picture of how, and if, the
strategic and spatial frameworks coexist. Carrying out a literature review to
understand how new instruments, strategies and formats are being employed can
highlight the changing discourses on strategic and spatial frameworks within
planning theory. Reflecting on connecting new knowledge (theory and actors) with
forms of participation, and governance structures, we question if a transition is
emerging and untapped within theory and practice. It is what Robinson (2013,
p. 20) contends as “arriving at policies involves far more than assembling the
discrete different entities, ideas, or objects which we can trace as they move from
there to here”.

Following the introduction, brief consideration is given to the search for new
theory, terminologies, travel of ideas, and actors associated within complexities of
urban development today. This is continued by the role of citizen participation and
decision-making in the light of neoliberal frameworks. The section expands on
existing and new methods, instruments, strategies, and formats, employed within
participatory practices. Results from the section raise questions on transformations
within participatory practices, discussing the shifting nature of community and
stakeholder involvement in formal and informal planning processes. In conclusion,
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the final section pulls together some general issues that are likely to rise within the
shift away from technocratic planning, towards more collaborative and socio-tech
planning ideals.

14.2 Logics of Development: New Vocabularies, Actors,
and Institutions

The cumulative effect of a range of developments- the internationalisation of consultancy
firms; the broadening policy remints of transnational institutions; the formation of new
policy networks around think tanks, governmental agencies and professional associations;
and the growth of international conferencing and policy tourism- has been to proliferate,
widen and lubricate channels of cross-border policy transfer. (Peck 2003, pp. 228–29)

Compounded by the era of neoliberalism, where collaboration is the mantra of
the day, cities are now also nodes of learning models for best practices for urban
ideas and projects. Cities today are learning from and examining a wide variety of
not just policies, and projects, but also collaborating with various city governments,
consultancies, universities, etc., on branding, rankings, metrics (Saunier 2001,
2002; Freeman 2012; Healey and Upton 2010; Roy 2012; Theodore and Peck 2011,
2012). The search for new conceptual terms surrounding urban and planning studies
is not new, driven by Ananya Roy’s (2009) call for “new geographies of theory”
and the emergence of “critical urban theory” (Brenner 2009; Marcuse 2009), and
“assemblages” (McFarlane 2011a, b), the production of theory and its embedding in
empirical studies is a continuous exercise.

Cities are constantly engaging in what urban scholar Eugene McCann refers to
as “extrospection”. Where “city actors are tied to a range of national and global
policymaking communities and institutions as well as to various cities elsewhere as
they teach and/or learn about innovative policies” (McCann 2013, p. 7). Peck and
Theodore (2010) label this as “fast policy transfer” through “policy actors” who
move between conferences, consultancy, study trips, etc. (McCann 2008), acting as
agents of transfer and information (Stone 2004; McCann and Ward 2011).
Identified by McFarlane (2011a, b, p. 364) as “coordination tools” where move-
ment of knowledge occurs through various forum, academic work, reports, work-
shops to name a few, or as Theodore and Peck (2011) have analysed, “through
transnational advocacy groups and learning forums that package, frame and legit-
imise global circulation”. This has led to a mode of import–export urban policy
development that Roy and Ong (2011) have called “worldingʼ of cities”. The work
of Roy and Ong (2011) highlights that urban development seems to be dictated by
the circulation of urban models, interfacing and learning from other cities, and
building strategic partnerships between cities. Leading to an era of speculative
urbanism focused on new types of economies and governance, competition and
growing collaborations (Goldman 2011). The territorial and productive nature of
these rapid shifts and exchanges appears to be currently shaping the planning
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practice, actors involved, and its rationalities. Thus, there is a necessity for new
approaches within urban and architectural studies to open up the discussion on the
new realities of economies and space.

14.3 Complexity of Participatory Practices

Participation goes by many names: “citizen participation”, “public involvement”,
“public engagement”, “stakeholder engagement”, “community engagement”, or
“civic engagement”. The concept going back to Arnstein (1969, p. 216) can be
metaphorically outlined as, “the idea of citizen participation is a little like eating
spinach: no one is against it in principal because it is good for you”. The role of
civic participation in spatial planning has a long history, with interactive collabo-
rative and/or participatory planning approaches introduced for example in the USA
(Innes and Booher 2000; Sandercock 2001), various countries in central and
northern Europe (Balducci 2004; Healey 1997, 2007; Albrechts 2004; Boonstra and
Boelens 2011), Brazil (Avritzer 2006) and China (Fingerhuth 2004). Over the last
decades, citizen participation has increasingly been backed up by a broad range of
structural arguments in the economic, social, and political domains, as well as in the
spatial domain (Boonstra and Boelens 2011). Central to the concept, however, are
five distinctive components that characterise the structuring of participation: who
participates, when participation happens, what happens, how much participation,
and why the actors participate (Dietz and Stern 2008; Burton and Mustelin 2013;
Sarzynski 2015).

“Spatial planning is oriented towards attempting to shape the future built envi-
ronment, with regard to the future distribution of people, activities, and resources in
cities and regions in response to the demands of society or specific interests” (Ryser
and Franchini 2008, p. 21). Contemporary spatial policy and planning practices are
embracing the idea of reimagining the problematic of planning in today’s era. This
can be seen through the increasing influence that neoliberal thinking has on spatial
policies and territorial governance across Europe (Waterhout et al. 2013). Complex
decision-making structures, wherein many stakeholders interact, alongside the
decline of the representative function of the state in planning, have fostered the
discussion of the legitimacy of decision-making. It has also raised demands for
additional forms of citizen participation, and further exploration of the inner
dynamics of representation (Cain et al. 2006; Saward 2010). With the transition
from the first half of the twentieth century from indirect decision-making towards
direct citizen involvement in the latter part of the twentieth century, we are now
experiencing new challenges with respect to participation, and collaboration, added
to this is the role of technology.

The work of Roberts (2004) highlights the vast and complex field that citizen
participation entails. Sherry Arnstein’s (1969, p. 216) definition where the
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multi-stakeholder interests and positions are incorporated is still valid, “a cate-
gorical term for citizen power. It is the redistribution of power that enables the
have-not citizens, presently excluded from the politics and economic processes, to
be deliberately included in the future. It is the strategy by which the have-nots join
in determining how information is shared, goals and policies are set, tax resources
are allocated, programmes are operated, and benefits like contracts and patronage
are parcelled benefits of the affluent society”. Added to this is the role of its
educative function, where citizen responsibility increases alongside the integrative
function of sense of belonging. Participatory planning implies the sharing of
responsibility for decisions (Lefevre et al. 2000), leading to a win-win solution for
both local decision-making institutions and the public/stakeholders (Stratigea
2009). The potential of participatory planning as advocated by collaborative
planners is articulated by effects seen on social capital, environmental outcomes,
strengthening community (Sorensen and Sagaris 2010) though others question if
strategic issues are not decided elsewhere (Sharp and Connelly 2002). Others,
including Swyngedouw (2005), suggest that decision-making gets pushed back
leading to undemocratic means of “governance-beyond-the-state”. What is clear is
that there are real limits to what participation can achieve as provided in Table 14.1.
Working towards “the common good” (Pateman 1970) is possible by posing the
advantages and dilemmas of participatory and deliberative democracy.

Table 14.1 Advantages and dilemmas posed by participatory and deliberative democracy. Based
on Graaf and Michels (2009) and Roberts (2004)

Advantages Inclusive, integrative,
and therapeutic

Representation of relevant groups and interests; a
sense of belonging in their community

Civic skills and virtues Civic skills (debating public issues, speaking in
public, running a meeting) and civic virtues
(public engagement, responsibility,
connectedness)

Deliberation Rational decisions based on public reasoning

Legitimacy Legitimacy of process and outcome; provides
some form of stability to the process

Education Sense of responsibility

Instrumental and
reflection of society
(realistic)

A platform and voice for change (Arnstein, 1969);
source of innovative ideas and approaches

Dilemmas Unrealistic and
inefficient

Issues of trust, expense, need for expert
decision-makers

Expertise Ordinary citizens participate in complex
decision-making

Access and exclusion Not everyone is involved

Disruptive Heightens political conflict
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14.4 Shifts Within Governance Frameworks and Impacts
on Participatory Practices

Planning literature highlights that the governance landscape has progressively
increased in complexity, where no single actor or scale has the power or capacity to
shape the spatial structures of society on their own. Policy delivery becomes
dependent on effective coordination between various policy sectors across various
scales (Olesen 2012, p. 912). With strategic spatial planning recognised as a highly
selective processes where issues addressed are driven by the actors involved in the
stratergy making process (Albrechts 2004; Healey 2007). Albrechts (2004) further
highlights that the decisive issues are determined by the prospect of win-win sit-
uations. This has led to much discussion on the state’s role in spatial planning. The
impact of neoliberalism on spatial planning has further “led to increasing concerns
on promoting economic development through planning activities and the effec-
tiveness of policy delivery in the planning processes” (Olesen 2012). The role of the
state spatially as highlighted by Brenner (2004) is shaped by political geographies
established over time.

A patchwork of different scales and spaces coexists as result of former and
contemporary geohistorical structures, “spatiotemporal fixes” (Jessop 2000), and
sociopolitical struggles. Urban processes are determined by the presence of a
diverse set of stakeholders, “with environmental, social, and economic dimensions
being added to the spatial dimension” (Roo 2000). Hajer (2000, p. 175) observes
“an ‘institutional void’ as the context in which public policies are made in a
constantly evolving environment and sometimes are missing generally accepted
rules and norms”. This can be attributed to the changes within spatial planning’s
shifts towards a more integrated, strategic, and collaborative approach (Vigar 2009;
Dühr et al. 2010; Roodbol-Mekkes and Brink 2015). Spatial planning has transi-
tioned into spatial policy coordination (Waterhout 2008; Dühr et al. 2010), where
within the governance frameworks planning acts more as a facilitator, guiding and
shaping the policies and activities of other key actors rather than directly imple-
menting change. This is similar to the role of the state as a metagovernor of pro-
cesses of “filling in” at subnational and regional scales (Jessop 2003; Goodwin et al.
2005; Jones et al. 2005). This brings up observations from Peck and Tickell (2002)
on the further devolution and downsizing of the state and the “increasing respon-
sibility of citizens and civic institutions for local urban planning and services”. This
is pushing towards the neoliberal goal of promoting economic development (ex-
ample, Brenner and Theodore 2002). This has lead to Healey (2007) arguing on
how, “strategic planning efforts at times have to move away from formal planning
arenas in order to destabilise existing policy discourses and practices”. This section
expands on a few examples of informal spatial strategy making in urban spaces,
while maintaining close links to formal planning arenas, and rooted within the
neoliberal planning agendas.
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14.4.1 Shifts Away Large-Scale Projects as Flagships
Towards “Glocal” and Co-creative Solutions?

Large-scale urban development projects remain popular today, as they did 20 years
ago when urban restructuring of the city was at its height. These urban transfor-
mations, exhaustively documented in many academic research and governmental
documents, have invariably been situated in the context of a transforming spatial
political, sociocultural, and economic system (Swyngedouw et al. 2002, p. 550).
The last years have seen an increase in collaborations between planners and local
authorities, with private companies and investors to shape urban renewal processes,
economic revitalisations, making of innovation districts, and internationalisation.
Examples, such as Strijp S, Eindhoven; Donau City, Vienna; Docklands
Development Project, Dublin, are cases of where socio-economic growth and
physical regeneration come together in a multi-stakeholder consortia aimed at
flagship projects for cities. Linked to neoliberal process of the retreating state,
flexibility and efficiency of collaborative decision of the various decision-making
units is signalled as transparency between state and civil society. This has lead to
the identification of the triple helix concept where the relationship between
university-industry-government (Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz 1996; Etzkowitz and
Leydesdorff 2000) has become institutionalised collaboration (Winden and
Carvalho 2015). This was seen through the development of “glocalised” solutions
where projects were funded based on consortia formations, and the fostering of the
social economy (see Swyngedouw et al. 2002). The public discourse around these
projects shaped the making of the city, its image, while propagating an image of
corporatist forms of governance.

The last years, however, have experienced an increasing emphasis on
co-evolution and participation. This appears to support a transition from a triple
helix approach into a quadruple helix approach where the citizen or user is the
fourth dimension (Wilson 2012). The shift from place to people is visible through
the stress on society-centred action and research. Most national and European funds
now emphasise on collaborative/co-creative models for tacking “societal chal-
lenges”. While the rhetoric that surrounds “development” may be shifting, ques-
tions on elite coalition formation, reduced universal support, and growth of targeted
interventions continue to practise mechanisms of exclusion.

14.4.2 Placemaking: Collaborative, Creative, Informal?

“Placemaking is an act of doing something. It’s not planning, it’s doing. That’s
what’s so powerful about it”—Fred Kent, Project for Public Spaces.

Public places fulfil a cornucopia of functions, behaving as sites of encounter,
experiences, and reference. Over the last decades the idea and concept of “place-
making projects” pushing for collaborative urban transformations has gained
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popularity to increase attractiveness of cities for investors (Madureira 2013). Traced
back to the 1960s, what began as a reaction against auto-centric planning and bad
public spaces has expanded to include broader concerns about healthy living, social
justice, community capacity building, economic revitalisation, childhood develop-
ment, and a host of other issues facing residents, workers, and visitors in towns and
cities large and small (Silberberg et al. 2013, p. 2). The range and scale of activities
that encompass placemaking vary from small interventions to large-scale urban
regeneration projects.

The idea/concept of placemaking can be understood as geographic locations that
are realms of and extend “lived experience” (Amin 2002, p. 388), “meaningful
spaces, rich in associations and steeped in sentiment” (Lofland 1998, p. 64), and
build on “sense of place” (Steele 1981). Markusen and Gadwa (2010, p. 1), for
example, define placemaking as “in creative placemaking, partners from public,
private, nonprofit, and community sectors strategically shape the physical and
social character of a neighbourhood, town, tribe, city, or region around arts and
cultural activities. Creative placemaking animates public and private spaces, reju-
venates structures and streetscapes, improves local businesses viability and public
safety, and brings diverse people together to celebrate, inspire, and be inspired”.

The practice of placemaking works towards the improvement of the quality of
community life and public spaces aims to include but not limited to community
health and safety, social and spatial justice, environmental sustainability, and lastly
stimulate economic development. Importantly, it is based on the notion that a
variety of stakeholders shape societies; hence, city-making approaches should be
collaborative as well. In practice, for the benefit of local communities, the active
participation and engagement of a wide array of stakeholders (citizens and civil
society organisations), alongside a multi-level and multi-sectorial approach in the
development and management of space, is encouraged. Aimed at a transdisciplinary
approach, where diverse communities are able to find common grounds around
specific ideas and locations (Martin 2003), the role of various stakeholders, insti-
tutions, and community needs to play a central role.

Successfully employed globally (e.g. https://www.pps.org), the recognition of
urban complexity is the first step in the design of an inclusive placemaking practice.
The process of identifying actor/network interdependencies whose aims about place
could be divergent (Klijn and Koppenjan 2007), and the importance of collabora-
tive models of development can be traced back to neoliberal governance schemes.
With neighbourhood- or community-based organisations becoming increasingly
responsible for local services, this has initiated a growing “business climate” (Raco
2000; Ward 2000). While placemaking articulates the idea of local dependence and
importance of coalitions, they remain at a “largely local community-based identities
and concerns” (Robinson 2001). As a collaborative social and creative action
method, placemaking operates within the confines of formal planning agendas while
appearing as an informal strategy.
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14.4.3 DIY Urbanism/Hack Your City

The Do-it-Yourself urban movement has come to be known under many names,
“pop-up”, “tactical”, “insurgent”, “guerrilla”, or other shock tactics, and is syn-
onymous with resident-driven, temporary, and low-budget interventions. The
appeal of such micro-spatial approaches is identified by “its direct opposition to
top-down, capital-intensive, and bureaucratically sanctioned urban change” (Talen
2015, p. 136) and is linked to narratives on public space and ideas of civic
engagement, “right to the city”, appropriation of space and responsibilities in
relation to it (Hou 2010). Over the last years, there has been a growing volume of
research to come to grip on the various forms these approaches have taken world
over (see, e.g., Hou 2010; Zeiger 2011; Iveson 2013; Mould 2014; Talen 2015).
Douglas (2014, p. 2) describes “Do-it-Yourself” (DIY) urbanism as, “Civic-minded
and intended towards the functional improvement of lived urban spaces through
skilful, playful, and localised actions, these increasingly visible yet often unat-
tributed practices complicate common assumptions and have received little atten-
tion from social scientists or urban policy and planning professionals”. The
diversity of ideas, experiments, and conceptual questions has lead researchers like
Zeiger (2011) and Finn (2014) ask “How do we measure the impacts of ambigu-
ously defined and informal activities? And if there is, or can there be, a shared
politics of the city that connects the practices”. The aim here is to question ways in
which DIY strategies have been co-opted by prevailing neoliberal development
agendas.

Akin to the popularity of “placemaking”, DIY tactics are being employed by
citizens for small incremental changes. Finn (2014) outlines that DIY urbanism can
be identified as “(1) instigated, designed, created, paid for, and implemented by
single users or small voluntary groups, (2) efforts generally attempt to emulate or
augment official municipal infrastructure in public space, (3) the beneficiary of
these DIY interventions is the general public”. These activities include street fur-
niture, parklets, gardening, bike signages, yarn bombing, “plug-and-play” initia-
tives as some prevalent examples. The questions that DIY urbanism raises and
exemplifies is, “the receding public investment in neighbourhood revitalization, and
a renewed approach operates outside the bounds of conventional planning is
gaining traction” (Talen 2015, p. 146). While questioning the lack creativity,
flexibility, and imagination of institutional actors and policymakers within the
framework of urban redevelopment.

In an era of fiscal scaling back, DIY urbanism showcases how improvements of
the built environment can be user-funded, inexpensive, and quick. As a self-driven
informal activity, DIY urbanism presents a unique opportunity for formal planning
arenas to accommodate the informal. Cities can mobilise increasing interest in DIY
activities to build partnerships between activists and institutional actors to
encourage creative problem-solving, build platforms that showcase projects, and
encourage collaborations, or use these as exercises for testing ideas as co-creative
processes.
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14.4.4 Role of Technology, Data, and Living Labs

With the onset of new media and the Web, communications between citizens and
agencies are exploring new ways to access information. Informed by contemporary
technologies that use data and models, participation is responding to new types of
interactions (IFF 2011; Brail 2008). Central to this exercise is how the online
culture bridges into and engage with the urban realm to help solve complex issues
facing society today. The overarching aim is to move towards a vision where urban
technologies can play a role in empowering communities in shaping their urban
environment while collaboratively addressing shared urban issues (Paulos et al.
2008; Foth et al. 2011; de Lange and de Waal 2012; Stratigea et al. 2015).

With the push towards more efficiency and personalisation of cities, smart city
concepts and subsequent policies are being institutionalised on large scales (Ratti
and Townsend 2011; Allwinkle and Cruickshank 2011; Chourabi et al. 2012). With
the idea of smart city/society/citizen gaining global momentum, these terms have
become a catch-all phrase to accommodate the rapid and new waves of techno-
logical innovations within daily (urban) life. This is also expanding the
socio-technical realm of collaborative and participatory initiatives. Examples where
digital media has played an important role in citizen engagement include software
such as participatory GIS, planning support systems (PSS), SimCity. The use of
such methods can be seen in a variety of projects around the globe, including the
Dutch Geluidsnet (http://geluidsnet.nl/en/), where residents near the Schiphol air-
port in the Netherlands have started a campaign against excessive airport noise
pollution. Collective online storytelling is another example of engagement through
narratives and place, Het geheugen van Oost (The Memory of Amsterdam East,
http://www.geheugenvanoost.nl), or using online media tools to “crowd-source”
ideas for city area, Face Your World (http://www.faceyourworld.net) by artist
Jeanne van Heeswijk and architect Dennis Kaspori.

There is also a growing trend of municipalities forming alliances with knowl-
edge institutions and universities to introduce Living Labs that acts as participatory
or co-creative platforms with the aim to organise urban processes efficiently (Batty
et al. 2012, http://www.openlivinglabs.eu/). Living Labs constitute a
partnership-based mode of governance that delivers valuable outcomes by bringing
together different stakeholders (Karvonen and Van Heur 2014). Juujärvi and Pesso
(2013, p. 22) define Urban Living Labs as “a physical region in which different
stakeholders form public-private-people partnerships of public agencies, firms,
universities, and users collaborate to create, prototype, validate, and test new
technologies, services, products, and systems in real-life contexts”. Social actors
from industry, knowledge institutes, civil society organisations, and various levels
of government team up to co-produce innovative arrangements in strategically
selected real-world settings by conducting hands-on experiments. The push of
urban technologies though appears utopian, concerns remain on their sociological
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positioning and exclusionary mechanisms (Tonkens et al. 2015), including social
sorting, surveillance, and privacy (Crang and Graham 2007; Shepard 2011).

14.5 In Lieu of a Conclusion: Impacts of New Knowledge
and Tools

The shaping of the urban environment is not the exclusive domain of the profes-
sional and institutional actors. Citizens, are not merely “users”, but are active
participants who shape the places they inhabit. As Jon Lang (1994, p. 35) notes “All
kinds of people are involved in designing cities: lawyers, developers, individual
households, and professional designers of various types. Much is designed by
people who do not regard themselves as designers, but whose actions nonetheless
change the built world. While professional designers are involved in making many
decisions about the future of the city, many design acts are made by the citizens of
cities on their own behalf”. Today’s planning can be called a balancing act between
market forces and the public sector, as Myers and Banerjee (2005) put it, planners
perform mostly creative, diplomatic and exhortative roles as shepherds of the public
interest. While this may be true to a large extent, local activism and local identities
are still alive and well today (see Talen 2015; Finn 2014; Iveson 2013).

With the move away from technocratic ideals, planning is seen as a facilitator
within neoliberal frameworks. The utopian aims here appears to be a move towards
new types of coalitions, funding schemes, and urban technologies merging to
address various urban challenges. This push seen through various mechanisms
might be responding to Pinder’s call for “alternative urban utopias” (2002), though
questions remain on how policymakers and planners mobilise and use new
knowledge. Planning rationales have “become an arena for multi-scalar interactions
and struggles” (Brenner 1999), as seen in the various shifts that planning and
participatory processes have experienced. Careful attention, however, needs to be
paid to the travelling of ideas across the globe, mobility of knowledge, and the role
of contexts when it comes to planning processes and fast policy transfers.

As the chapter outlines, the question of the importance of participatory practice
is not under debate. New challenge for participation today is the linking between
formal and informal decision-making. The push towards more inclusive co-creative
strategies after decades of the “city as a project”, to the coming of placemaking and
increasing attempts at DIY urbanism, is a signal of both the retreating state and
growing awareness can even be seen as “city as a platform”. For the support of new
types of collaboration, data and technology needs, systems have to be implemented
on various levels that encompass legal, technical, and social openness. Planning
should (as it always has) question and harness new energies associated with DIY
projects, ideas on placemaking, urban technologies to expand and support equi-
table, effective, and locally adapted solutions.
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